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Abstract
Very high energy gamma rays entering the atmosphere initiate Extensive Air Showers (EAS). The Cherenkov light induced by an
EAS can be observed by ground-based telescopes to study the primary gamma rays. An important parameter of an EAS, determining
its evolution, is the height of the first interaction of the primary particle. However, this variable cannot be directly measured by
Cherenkov telescopes. We study two simple, independent methods for the estimation of the first interaction height. We test
the methods using the Monte Carlo simulations for the 4 Large Size Telescopes (LST) that are part of the currently constructed
Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) Observatory. We find that using such an estimated parameter in the gamma/hadron separation
can bring a mild improvement (∼ 10 − 20%) in the sensitivity in the energy range ∼ 30 − 200GeV.
Keywords: γ-rays: general, Methods: observational, Instrumentation: detectors, Telescopes, Extensive air shower
1. Introduction
Gamma rays entering the Earth’s atmosphere interact with
the atmospheric nuclei creating cascades of secondary particles,
dubbed Extensive Air Showers (EAS). Ultrarelativistic parti-
cles produced in EAS stimulate generation of short and faint
flashes of Cherenkov light, which can be observed by ground-
based Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACT).
The Cherenkov-light images of the showers are used to re-
construct the arrival direction and energy of the primary par-
ticle. However, EAS produced by primary cosmic rays are over
three orders of magnitude more abundant than the ones pro-
duced by gamma rays. Thus, the technique requires an effec-
tive method of the elimination of background events from the
recorded data. The rejection is based on both the directional
information (Krennrich et al., 1998), stereo reconstruction of
the geometry of the shower (Aharonian et al., 1997) and on the
shape of individual images (Hillas, 1985). An important param-
eter determining the properties of an EAS is the height at which
the first interaction occurred (see e.g. Matthews, 2005). For a
given zenith angle and atmospheric profile this altitude corre-
sponds to an atmospheric depth that primary particle traversed
before the first interaction. It is not used in the classical Hillas-
parameters-based analysis of IACTs, however it is one of the fit
parameters in model analysis (see e.g. de Naurois & Rolland,
2009). The showers starting earlier or later in the atmosphere
have the maximum respectively shallower or deeper in the at-
mosphere. The first interaction height affects both the amount
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of light registered by the telescopes (see e.g. Sobczyn´ska, 2009)
and the shape of the obtained images. Moreover, due to dif-
ferent cross sections for hadronic pion production and electro-
magnetic pair production, gamma rays have on average its first
interaction higher than protons. Unfortunately, there is no di-
rect way for a Cherenkov telescope to measure the height of
the first interaction of an EAS. A useful proxy of it is how-
ever given by the reconstructed height of the shower maximum,
which helps to remove muon events (see e.g. Aharonian et al.,
1997; Aleksic´ et al., 2012) and single electromagnetic subcas-
case background events (Sitarek et al., 2018).
The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) is an upcoming ob-
servatory consisting of two large arrays of Cherenkov tele-
scopes located in the Southern and Northern hemispheres
(Acharya et al., 2013). The arrays will be composed of three
different types of telescopes: LST, MST, and SST i.e. large
(diameter of 23m), medium (12m), and small (4m) size tele-
scopes respectively) to be able to cover the energy range from
∼ 20GeV up to beyond ∼ 300TeV. The expected excellent per-
formance of CTA will make the future observations performed
with this instrument, the main driver of the gamma-ray astro-
physics in the next years (Acharya et al., 2017).
We study two independent methods for the estimation of
the first interaction height that can be applied for arrays of
Cherenkov telescopes. The methods are tested on a simulated
array of four LST telescopes, which are crucial for the perfor-
mance of CTA at the lowest energies. In Section 2 we describe
the Monte Carlo simulations. In Section 3 we present the two
methods for estimation of the height of the first interaction. The
application of such parameters in the analysis for separation of
gamma rays from the background is studied in Section 4. The
conclusions are given in Section 5
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2. Simulation setup
The simulation data used for this investigationwere extracted
from the CTA prod-3 data set for the layout optimization of the
CTA-North (La Palma) site. The original simulation include
nine potential LST and 91 potential MST locations. Air show-
ers were simulated with CORSIKA (Heck et al., 1998), version
6.990 with the QGSJET-II-03 (Ostapchenko, 2006a,b, 2007)
interaction model for high-energy hadronic interactions and
URQMD (Bass et al., 1998) for low energies (< 80GeV). The
telescope simulation was using sim telarray (Bernlo¨hr,
2008).
The primary particles were simulated to originate from
(around) 20◦ zenith angle, North and South1 due to the differ-
ent impact of the geomagnetic field (GF). We use simulations
of gamma rays originating from the direction corresponding to
the center of the camera. Their core offsets calculated from the
center of the array were simulated to be spread up to 1600m.
Diffuse electrons and protons at up to 10◦ from the center of
the camera were simulated with core offsets up to 2100m. The
simulated energy range of gamma rays and electrons is 3 GeV
to 330TeV, and for protons: 4 GeV to 660TeV, with a spectral
slope of −2. In total 84M, 1260M and 130M distinct gamma
ray, proton and electron showers respectively were simulated.
To further improve the statistics the showers have been reused
10 times (for gamma rays) or 20 times (for protons and elec-
trons), by randomly shifting their impact point. Due to the
large simulated maximum core offset (and for diffuse particles
also the maximum angular distance to the camera center) the
real reusage factor of reconstructed events is much smaller. For
gamma rays each Corsika-generated shower is used on aver-
age between 1.08 (at 30GeV) and 1.6 (at 10 TeV) times, while
for protons the corresponding numbers are 1.05 (at 100GeV)
and 1.4 (at 30 TeV). Therefore we conclude that the reusage of
showers does not have an important effect on the estimation of
the statistical uncertainties. It should be noted that MC simula-
tions of Cherenkov radiation from electrons with the CORSIKA
program (including the version used in the prod-3 production)
have an intrinsic simplification. The Cherenkov radiation is not
simulated until the first interaction of the electron occurs. How-
ever, as electrons produce constantly soft Bremsstrahlung, the
first interaction registered by the CORSIKA program is always
very high, typically ∼47 km a.s.l., well above the height where
the actual shower starts. Hence the lacking Cherenkov pho-
tons above this altitude in the simulated data may have only a
small effect on our study. For this study the data correspond-
ing only to stereo-triggered events of the four LSTs was ex-
tracted. The array of 4 LSTs corresponds to the initial approved
CTA-North layout, a quadrangle close to a square with a 100m
side at a mean altitude of 2180m. The LST telescope model
in these simulations is identical to the one in the later prod-3b
(Maier et al., 2017) simulations, although LST positions were
slightly modified.
1Throughout the paper we use the CORSIKA definition of Azimuth, i.e. 0◦
means that the shower is moving towards North and the telescope is pointing
South
The extraction of signal amplitudes from simulated wave-
forms, image cleaning and its parametrization, gamma/hadron
separation and energy estimation is done using MARS/Chimp
chain (Zanin et al., 2013; Aleksic´ et al., 2016b; Sitarek et al.,
2018). In particular, we used two-pass core-boundary pixel
cleaning. The first pass is done with thresholds 6 and 3 photo-
electrons (phe) for core and boundary pixels, respectively. The
pixels from the first pass are used to calculate the time gradi-
ent measured along the main axis of the image. This allows us
to reextract the signals from a narrower search window and do
a second cleaning pass with lower thresholds 4 – 2 phe. The
standard MARS/Chimp chain stereo-reconstruction method is
described in detail in (Sitarek et al., 2018). For the stereo re-
construction only information from telescopes with total signal
of above 50 phe in the camera and distance of the center of the
gravity within the 80% of the camera radius are used. In order
to include the effect of the GF we analyze the MC simulations
generated in two opposite direction of the azimuth angle (i.e. 0◦
and 180◦) separately.
3. Estimation of the height of the first interaction
We derived two methods to estimate the height in the atmo-
sphere at which the conversion of the primary gamma ray into
an e+e− pair happened. Both methods are independent, have
different limitations and in principle can be combined to obtain
a more reliable estimation.
3.1. Using estimated energy and shower maximum
Contrary to the height of the first interaction, the altitude
of the shower maximum can be estimated in a rather straight-
forward way using geometrical 3D reconstruction of the shower
(Aharonian et al., 1997). In fact the height of the shower maxi-
mum carries a strong imprint of the first interaction. As an ex-
ample, the fluctuations of the shower maximum for a 100GeV
γ ray are about 60 g cm−2 (see e.g. Sitarek et al., 2018), most of
them are caused by the fluctuations of the first interaction point
9/7 X0 ≈ 47 g cm
−2, where X0 is the radiation length in air. The
depth of the shower maximum (and the longitudal distribution
of the shower in general) is also used by the cosmic ray experi-
ments for the measurement of the proton-air cross-section, that
is directly related to the height of the first interaction (see e.g.
Ellsworth et al., 1982; Abreu et al., 2012). The average depth
of the shower maximum depends logarithmically on the energy
of the shower. Note, that both the atmospheric absorption and
the limited field of view of the telescopes can shift the observed
maximumof Cherenkov radiation (by∼ 20 g cm−2 in the energy
range 20 – 500GeV, Sobczyn´ska, 2009). The value of the re-
constructed height of the shower maximum is compared to the
value obtained from the CORSIKA longitudinal development
of charged particles fit in Fig. 1. For the bulk of the showers
with the maximum at the height of ∼ 11 km there is nearly no
bias in the estimation. Showers with their maximum very high
in the atmosphere (& 16 km) are reconstructed at lower alti-
tudes, most probably due to absorption of the Cherenkov light
from the top of the shower and higher energy threshold for pro-
duction of Cherenkov light at this height. On the other hand
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Figure 1: Height of the shower maximum reconstructed from the Cherenkov
images of the event as a function of the height of the shower maximum ob-
tained from the CORSIKA fit to the longitudinal distribution of charged parti-
cles. Gamma-like events with θ < 0.1◦, that were obtained from the simulated
sample of the primary gamma ray at 180◦ azimuth, are plotted in this Figure.
The red lines show the average and RMS of the reconstructed height of the
shower maximum as a function of the CORSIKA fit value.
showers with their maximum deep in the atmosphere (. 7 km)
are reconstructed preferentially at a larger height. The bottom
part of such showers will often not be visible by the telescope
due to too large angle between the shower axis and the direction
to the telescope, causing such bias in the reconstruction of the
shower maximum.
Using the estimated energy of the shower, Eest, we calculate
the number of shower generations from the first interaction up
to maximum as Nint = log(Eest/80MeV) − 9/7. If the shower
maximum is at thickness Xmax, the corresponding thickness of
the first interaction will be X1st = Xmax − Nint × X0. Using the
atmospheric profile assumed in the simulations, this thickness
is converted into the height of the first interaction. Note that
due to fluctuations it is possible that X1st is very small, or even
negative. In such a case we store a generic high number as
the height of the first interaction (in those calculations 60 km is
used). For primary gamma rays with energies . 100GeV we
have obtained . 35% of such events.
The correlation of the height of the first interaction recon-
structed according to this method with its true value is shown
in Fig. 2. For the correlation plots we selected events that are
properly reconstructed i.e. the angular distance, θ, between the
reconstructed and the nominal source position is below 0.1◦.
Moreover, the events have to be gamma-like, i.e. survive an
energy-dependent Hadronness cut that preserves 80% of the
gamma ray events (see analysis 1. in Section 4.1). The method
can only estimate the height of the first interaction for events in
which it is . 21 km (corresponding to about 50 g cm−2, similar
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Figure 2: Height of the first interaction reconstructed using the height of the
shower maximum (Hmax) vs the true value of the height of the first interaction
for primary gamma rays at the azimuth angle of 180◦ . Misreconstructed events
(with negative reconstructed first interaction depth) are stored in the highest
Hmax bin. Gamma-like events with θ < 0.1◦, that were obtained from the
simulated sample of the primary gamma ray at 180◦ azimuth, are plotted in
this Figure. The red lines show the average and RMS of the reconstructed first
interaction depth as a function of the true value of Hfirst (excluding the highest
bin with misreconstructed events).
to the mean interaction path for the gamma ray). For show-
ers that start higher in the atmosphere the exclusion of a large
fraction of discussed earlier events with estimated negative X1st
produces a strong bias (see red lines in Fig. 2). The resolution
of this method (including the events from which reconstructed
X1st was negative) is about 0.9–1.5X0 with a ∼ −1X0 bias (see
Fig. 3). At the lowest energies (. 200GeV) the resolution of
the method is slightly better (∼ 5%, corresponding to ∼ 0.06X0)
for Azimuth angle 0◦ than for 180◦.
3.2. Using closest pixel
The second method that we have derived for the estimation
of the height of the first interaction is based on the shape of the
shower image. The image of the shower is the two dimensional
angular distribution of the Cherenkov light recorded by the tele-
scope. Thus the image shape is determined by the geometry of
the shower, the distance between the shower core position and
the telescope and angular distribution of charged particles in
the shower folded with height-dependentCherenkov angle. The
pixels closest to the direction of the source on the camera carry
the information about the top part of the shower. As the primary
gamma ray does not induce Cherenkov light, its production can
start only after the first e+e− pair production. Hence, we use
the angular distance, d, between the closest pixel and the re-
constructed source position to calculate the height of the first
interaction. To take into account the pixelization of the camera,
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Figure 3: Difference between the reconstructed depth of the first interaction and
the true value for the Hmax (blue) and the closest pixel (red) methods expressed
in radiation lengths. Only gamma-like events with θ < 0.1◦ are shown. The
mean value shows the bias of the method as a function of the energy, and the
error bars show the 1-σ resolution for primary gamma rays with azimuth angle
0◦ (top panel) 180◦ (bottom panel).
we roughly correct the distance d adding to it in quadrature the
pixel size dpix (empirically selected value), i. e. d
′=
√
d2 + d2
pix
.
Next, using the reconstructed impact parameter and the cor-
rected distance d′, we compute the height of the first interaction
for a single telescope. The final value of the height of the first
interaction is obtained from averaging individual values from
telescopes that fulfill two conditions: d′ > 1.5dpix (empirically
selected value) and the reconstructed impact parameter to the
telescope is > 20m. The images with a small impact value are
rejected as they produce images around the true source position.
This method has additional caveats. Depending on the geome-
try of the shower, the Cherenkov photons from the topmost part
of the shower may do not reach the location at which the tele-
scopes are located. This effect can be partially counteracted by
using only images for which d′ is smaller than the Cherenkov
angle at the first interaction height estimated from that image.
Such a cut lowers slightly the bias of the method, however pre-
vents estimation of the height of the first interaction for ∼ 30%
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Figure 4: Height of the first interaction reconstructed using the closest pixel
information vs the true value of the height of the first interaction for primary
gamma rays at the azimuth angle of 180◦. Only gamma-like events with θ <
0.1◦ are shown. The red lines show the average and RMS of the reconstructed
first interaction depth as a function of the true value of Hfirst.
of the events, hence we do not apply it in the rest of the analy-
sis. Also the amount of light from the first e+e− pair reaching
the telescopes might be too small to produce a signal in a pixel
that survives the cleaning.
The correlation of the height of the first interaction recon-
structed with this method with its true value is shown in Fig. 4.
As in the case of the method presented in Section 3.1 the corre-
lation plot contains only gamma-like events with θ < 0.1◦. This
method can only estimate the height of the first interaction up
to ∼ 30 km (corresponding to about 12 g cm−2), above which
value a strong bias is seen. We note however that only a small
fraction of events starts that early in the atmosphere (∼ 18%),
and moreover events starting very high in the atmosphere have
a smaller chance to trigger the telescopes. Hence, we conclude
that the method can provide an estimation of the height of the
first interaction for most of the events. The corresponding res-
olution is about 0.7–1.3X0 with a ∼ 1X0 bias (see Fig. 3). The
bias is most probably caused by the fact that high energy show-
ers can trigger more distant telescopes. Hence it is possible that
the light from the top parts of the shower does not reach the tele-
scope’s position due to the angle at which the light is emitted.
Such an effect would produce underestimation of the height of
the first interaction, as observed in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3 we compare the performance of the two methods
at different energies of gamma rays for both considered Az-
imuth angles. The closest pixel method has a smaller spread
of the estimated depth of the first interaction and a bias similar
in magnitude (but opposite in direction) to the Hmax method.
It is interesting to compare the performance for the here pre-
4
sented closest pixel method also to the model analysis ap-
proach (Le Bohec et al., 1998), where shower images are fit-
ted into templates dependent on the physical parameters of the
shower. The resolution of the depth of the first interaction ob-
tained with the closest pixel method, (∼ 1X0), is of the or-
der of the resolution claimed for the H.E.S.S. telescopes of ∼
0.7X0 (de Naurois & Rolland, 2009), the latter method has also
a significantly smaller bias. Following de Naurois & Rolland
(2009), we applied a cut of θ < 0.1◦. Additionally, the ref-
erenced model analysis method uses a shape goodness quality
cut, that conserves 70% of gamma rays, while for the presented
here closest pixel method a Hadronness cut conserving 80% of
gamma rays was applied. The model analysis requires starting
values for all the model parameters to avoid finding local mini-
mum and to improve speed of the algorithm. Hence, the method
presented here can be used to provide such values, possibly im-
proving the performance of the model analysis method.
Finally, the obtained resolution of the depth of the first in-
teraction is also sufficient to provide partial separation of Sin-
gle Electromagnetic Subcascade (SES, see e.g. Sitarek et al.,
2018) events from gamma rays. Compared to gamma ray
showers, the start of SES events should be deeper in the at-
mosphere by the average value of the proton’s first interaction
∼ 90 g cm−2 ≈ 2.4X0 (see e.g. Mielke et al., 1994).
4. Results
The new parameters can be used in the analysis of LST data
to possibly improve the performance of the telescopes arrays.
The most natural application is the gamma/background separa-
tion procedure which potentially can profit from the knowledge
of the height of the first interaction. For the gamma/background
separation we use the Random Forest (RF) method imple-
mented in Chimp/MARS (Albert et al., 2008). For each tele-
scope an individual value of the Hadronness is calculated from
image and stereo parameters. The global Hadronness value is
computed as a weighted average of the values from individual
telescopes (see Sitarek et al., 2018 for details). This method
allows us to add new parameters and combinations of such pa-
rameters into the gamma/background separation method.
In our analysis we divide the gamma ray MC sample into 4
subsamples: A, B, C and D, and the background sample into
3 subsamples B, C, D. Subsample gamma-A is used for train-
ing the energy estimation. We apply the stereo parameters and
energy reconstruction to samples gamma-B and background-B,
calculate the new parameters for each event and train RF for
gamma/background separation. Next, we apply all the above
to samples gamma-C, gamma-D, background-C, background-
D. Subsamples C are used to find the best gamma/background
separation cuts for each estimated energy. Finally, those op-
timized cuts are applied on subsample D to estimate the final
performance in an unbiased way. The subsamples and their ap-
plication is summarized in Table 1.
4.1. Low-energy sensitivity improvement
The CTA sensitivity (and LST in particular) at the low-
est energies (. 100GeV) will be mostly limited by the so-
Subsample Size Usage
gamma-A 1/4 training energy estimation
gamma-B 1/4
training g/h separation
background-B 1/3
gamma-C 1/4
finding best g/h separation cuts
background-C 1/3
gamma-D 1/4
calculate sensitivity
background-D 1/3
Table 1: Summary of the MC subsamples used in the analysis. The individual
columns are: tag of the sample, fraction of the full MC sample of a given type
used in a subsample, and where it is used in the analysis chain.
called false gamma events. In those most of the primary pro-
ton energy is transmitted into a single electromagnetic cascade
(hereafter SES) that induces Cherenkov radiation observed by
the telescopes (see Maier & Knapp, 2007; Sobczynska, 2007;
Sobczyn´ska, 2015; Sitarek et al., 2018). Such events have very
similar image shapes to real gamma rays, and can be rejected
only partially based on the fact that they on average develop
slightly deeper in the atmosphere (Sobczyn´ska, 2015). In fact
Sitarek et al. (2018) shows that the height of the shower maxi-
mum, which is already used in CTA analysis exploits most of
the possible separation of such events. In the case of the LST
subarray, the expected improvement of the quality factor is of
the order of 15% only, when the cut in the shower maximum is
used to separate gamma rays from SES events.
In order to study if the estimations of the height of the first
interactions proposed in this paper can provide any further im-
provement in the sensitivity we prepared a set of RFs using dif-
ferent sets of parameters:
1. standard: image parameters (the Width, Length, Size,
Concentration), stereo parameters (the height of the
shower maximum, impact parameter) and event-wise and
telescope-wise estimation of the energy
2. closest pixel: as in 1., but including the telescope-wise in-
formation of the distance between the reconstructed event
direction and the closest pixel (d′)
3. Hfirst from closest: as in 1., but including estimation of
height of the first interaction from the closest pixel
4. Hfirst from Hmax: as in 1., but including estimation of
height of the first interaction from the height of the shower
maximum
5. all new: all the parameters from 1. – 4.
6. first interaction: as in 1., but including also the infor-
mation from CORSIKA about the true height of the first
interaction.
We are interested mostly in the possible improvement of the
sensitivity below 100GeV, where the contribution of cosmic
ray electrons in the residual background is not so large (see e.g.
Sitarek et al., 2018). Therefore we compare simulated gamma
rays against protons only, hence the sensitivities presented here
are likely to be overly optimistic in the energy range above a
few hundred GeV, where strong contribution of electrons is ex-
pected. It should be noted that the set 6. of the parameters
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cannot be used in the real data analysis. We test it to estimate
the possible gain that the perfectly known height of the first in-
teraction can give us and compare it with the gain obtained with
estimated values of the height of the first interaction.
Note that for protons, the depth of the first interaction ob-
tained from CORSIKA is the depth at which the first pions are
typically generated, i.e. ≈ 2.4X0 (Mielke et al., 1994). But the
SES event starts in average ∼ 9/7X0 = 47 gcm
−2 later, when
e.g. the two gamma rays from pi0 convert to e+e− pairs. On
the other hand the estimated height of the first interaction dis-
cussed in this paper is sensitive to the start of electromagnetic
subshower, hence in principle might provide a somewhat better
separation than true height of the first interaction.
The optimized sensitivities obtained using analyzes 1. – 6.
are presented in Fig. 5. The estimation of the height of the first
interaction from the Hmax (parameter set 4.) does not result in
any significant improvement of the sensitivity. It is understand-
able as it is based on the same parameters (i.e. the height of the
shower maximum and the reconstructed energy) that are already
available in the standard RF. Interestingly, a slight improvement
in sensitivity below ∼100GeV was obtained while the param-
eter of distance of the closest pixel is used (the parameter set
2.). The improvement is ∼ 10 − 15% for both tested Azimuth
angles. If instead the height of the first interaction estimated
based on such a distance (parameter set 2) is used than a similar
∼ 10% improvement is seen for Azimuth 180◦ (almost perpen-
dicular to the GF), while for Azimuth 0◦ (at a small angle to the
GF) the improvement is larger and reaches ∼ 20%. Note, that
the sensitivity of an LST calculated here for a 50 hrs observa-
tion time below ∼ 100GeV is rather limited by the condition
that the gamma ray excess is above 5% of the residual back-
ground than by the significance of 5σ. This means that in this
energy range an improvement of 20% in sensitivity is equivalent
to 20% stronger background rejection. In such a case the im-
provement of the Quality Factor (ratio of the fraction of gamma
rays surviving the cut to the square root of the fraction of the
background events surviving it) is ∼ 1.1. Usage of all the new
parameters (parameter set 5.) give a slightly better performance
to the one obtained with adding only the height of the first inter-
action from the closest pixel. The gain in the sensitivity can be
comparedwith the one obtained from the model analysis, which
includes also an estimation of the height of the first interac-
tion. de Naurois & Rolland (2009) showed that an explicit cut
in the reconstructed depth of the first interaction brings a small
improvement of quality factor of 1.07. Note that the full gain
of the model analysis, which includes the likelihood fitting of
the full images, with respect to the standard Hillas-parameters
based analysis reported in de Naurois & Rolland (2009) is a
factor ∼ 2. This gain might also include partially the depen-
dence of the shower image on the depth of the first interaction
reflected in the goodness of the model analysis fit.
It is seen in Fig. 5 that the improvement due to the new pa-
rameters is more pronounced in the case of Azimuth 0◦, i.e.
where the effect of the GF is weaker and the general perfor-
mance of the array is better. At the energies where the improve-
ments in sensitivity is seen, the resolution of the first interac-
tion depth is slightly (5-15%) better for the Azimuth 0◦ case
(see Fig. 3). Moreover, the method proposed here for the esti-
mation of the first interaction height exploits the usage of pa-
rameters that are affected by the GF: the reconstructed source
direction and impact parameter. Therefore the performance of
the method is also affected by the GF. In addition, the East-West
elongation of images (see e.g. Commichau et al., 2008), can af-
fect the closest pixel estimation if the shower axis and telescope
position are also aligned close to the East-West line.
It is interesting to note that the gain obtained with the us-
age of the estimated height of the first interaction is similar
to the gain from using such a parameter extracted from the
CORSIKA simulation. The sensitivity improvement due to the
estimated height of the first interaction (10-20%) is also of the
same order as the claimed possible improvement of the better
estimation of the height of the shower maximum (∼15%, av-
erage over Azimuth 0◦ and 180◦, Sitarek et al., 2018). As the
height of the shower maximum fluctuates more than the height
of the first interaction, the separation power of the latter one
should be more powerful. A toy MC study similar to the one
used in Sitarek et al. (2018) shows that perfect knowledge of
the height of the first pair production of primary gamma rays
and SES events would allow us to get 25% better quality factor
than knowledge of the true depth of the shower maximum.
4.2. Electron rejection
SES events are not the only type of background that is dif-
ficult to separate from gamma rays. At energies above a few
hundred GeV the separation of the hadronic background is very
efficient. However, despite having a softer spectrum, electrons
constitute a significant fraction of remaining background (see
e.g. Parsons et al., 2016; Ambrosi et al., 2017; Sitarek et al.,
2018), significantly limiting the sensitivity in the energy range
from a few hundred GeV up to a few TeV (Acharya et al.,
2013). As the electrons produce electromagnetic cascades they
are nearly indistinguishable from gamma rays. Any possible
separation might come only from a difference in the first in-
teraction and in the development of the shower in the first
generations. The difference in the mean free path for the
pair production of gamma rays (9/7 X0) and the radiation
length X0 at which the electrons radiate most of their energy
via Bremsstrahlung is rather subtle. Assuming that a gamma
ray can be considered as equivalent to two e−/+ of half its
energy we can expect the shift of the shower maximum by
(9/7− log(2))X0 ≈ 0.6X0, much smaller than the ∼ 2.4X0 effect
between gamma rays and SES events (see Section 4.1). Never-
theless, we test if the parameters proposed by us can improve
the sensitivity by more efficient gamma/electron separation. We
apply a similar approach like in Section 4.1, but for the case of
gamma/electron separation we test only those RFs:
1. standard: as 1. in Section 4.1
2. closest pixel: as in 1., but including the telescope-wise in-
formation of the distance between the reconstructed event
direction and the closest pixel
3. Hfirst from closest: as in 1., but including estimation of
height of the first interaction from the closest pixel
5. all new: all the parameters from 1. – 3.
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Figure 5: Top panels: comparison of differential sensitivities (and their uncertainties) for 50 hrs observations of 4 LST subarray in CTA North Observatory, obtained
with different training parameters (see Section 4.1): 1. (olive green), 2. (black), 3. (green), 4. (blue), 5. (magenta) and 6. (red dashed). Bottom panels: sensitivity
improvement with respect to the standard one, 1. (i.e. ratio of sensitivity for 1. analysis and for a given analysis) obtained with different sets of training parameters.
Left and right panels correspond to the azimuth angles 0◦ and 180◦ respectively. For better visibility of the plot the individual curves are slightly shifted in the X
direction.
The electron/gamma separation parameter obtained from these
RFs we call Electronness in contrast to Hadronness parameter
used for separation of gamma/proton in Section 4.1. Instead
of maximizing the sensitivity we select the Electronness cut
in each estimated energy bin to provide the best quality fac-
tor Q = fg/
√
fe, where fg and fe are the fractions of gamma
rays and electrons respectively surviving the Electronness cut.
To avoid edge effects we select only electron events with recon-
structed direction within 0.5◦ from the camera center. The ob-
tained Q-factors are shown in Fig. 6. Even while a cut in Elec-
tronness can be tuned to exclude a larger fraction of electrons
than gamma rays, neither the standard nor the new parameters
bring any significant improvement in sensitivity by rejection of
electron-induced showers. This is also in line with the results of
the model analysis where a large overlap of the depth of the re-
constructed first interaction between electrons and gamma rays
is reported (de Naurois & Rolland, 2009).
5. Conclusions
We have investigated two independent methods for esti-
mation of the height of the first interactions in arrays of
Cherenkov telescopes. Despite their simplicity, both meth-
ods have resolution of the order of a single radiation length
(comparable to the resolution obtained in the model analysis
de Naurois & Rolland, 2009). As an example, we have applied
the two new methods to the simulated data of a CTA North sub-
array of 4 LST telescopes and studies possible improvement
of sensitivity by more efficient background rejection. The bias
limits the application of the methods based on the height of the
shower maximum and on the closest pixel distance to show-
ers starting not higher in the atmosphere than ∼ 21 km and
∼ 30 km, respectively. We found that the method based on the
extrapolation of the height of the shower maximum does not
bring a significant gain if the height of the shower maximum is
already used in the gamma/hadron selection RF. On the other
hand the method exploiting the knowledge of the distance be-
tween the closest pixel and the reconstructed source position
brings a moderate gain of 10–20% in the sensitivity at the low-
est energies (. 100GeV). The above improvement of sensitiv-
ity comes solely from the more efficient rejection of hadronic
events, as there is no significant gain in sensitivity by more
efficient rejection of electron events with the new parameters.
The improvement of the gamma/hadron separation efficiency
obtained by using the estimated height of the first interaction is
of the same order as the gain that would come from the knowl-
edge of true height of the first interaction. Moreover, both num-
bers are also of the same order as the estimated in Sitarek et al.
(2018) possible improvement in sensitivity obtained with hypo-
thetical perfect reconstruction of the shower maximum height
in single electromagnetic subcascade events. It should be noted
however that in hadronic showers the true height of the first
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Figure 6: Q-factor of the Electronness cut between gamma and electron sim-
ulations as a function of the estimated energy for Azimuth 0◦ (top) and 180◦
(bottom). Electronness parameter is obtained with different sets of training
parameters (see Section 4.2): 1. (olive green), 2. (black), 3. (green) and 5.
(magenta). For better visibility of the plot the individual curves are slightly
shifted in the X direction.
interaction registered by CORSIKA describes where the pions
are generated. pi0 will decay nearly instantaneously into gamma
rays, however those still need to traverse about 50g cm−2 before
creating e+e− pair that can induce Cherenkov light. Instead,
for gamma rays the first interaction of CORSIKA is directly the
height at which the e+e− pair is created. Hence in principle
larger separation could be achievable.
Interestingly, the relative improvement of the height of the
first interaction estimation in the gamma/hadron separation de-
pends on the Azimuth angle of the observations. The improve-
ment is more significant for the case of the weaker geomag-
netic field influence, when also the general performance of the
instrument is better. This can be understood as the accuracy
of the method determining the first interaction height from the
distance to the closest pixel of the image will naturally depend
also on the angular resolution. This shows once again that the
geomagnetic field causes physical limits on the analysis of low
energy data of IACTs.
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